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Building a tramcar trolley in 7mm scale
The Lanky Kits tramcar trolley can be built into a very convincing model. ALBERT KIERNAN
explains how he built two for his layout...

H

AVING just finished building
two D40 kits from Paul Knight’s
stable, I offer the following
observations in the form of “What I done
was …”
The etched kit was supplied in a plastic
bag with the flat etches of what looks like
nickel silver protected by a piece of stiff
card. Buffers are white metal and brass
of good quality and sprung. Wheels are
not provided. Slaters 2’ 8½” 8-spoke
Lowmac wheels (with the axle ends cut
off) are suitable.
The instructions are in Paul’s own fair
hand, and are adequate. The engineering
drawing provided of a Tramcar Trolley
is very useful and shows detailed
information, but is difficult to read due
to the limitations of photocopying. In
addition to the instructions and drawing
you get a copy of Flyer No.2 by Barry
Lane, which contains an article on
Tramcar Trolleys.
In general when building the kit I
followed Paul’s instructions, if you don’t
he sends the boys round.
The following was the sequence of the
build:• Folding the lip on the sideskirt (part
No.4 in the instruction sheet). Note
that the etched groove is on the inside
of the fold. Using a vice, the sloping
section was folded first, then the shorter
horizontal parts at either end, finally
the long middle section (this time using
folding bars). I find the folding of etches
the most heartstopping part of kit
building. I always seem to end up hitting
an expensive model with a hammer. This
one was no exception.
• After making these folds the rivets are
put in the top of the sideskirt with the
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tool of your choice. I use a thinned down
masonry nail with a sharpened point. A
line was scribed along the sideskirt side
on the reverse face to the rivets. It will
be covered by an overlay. The position
of the rivets was marked along this line
using the overlay rivets (part No.11) as a
guide. The scribed line works as a guide
for my nail point, ensuring a straight
line of rivets. The rivets are then made
by tapping the nail riveting tool with a
hammer. I find that practice on a spare
piece of etch, to gauge the weight of tap
necessary is useful before starting to bash
the etch proper. I also find two or three
light taps better than one full blooded hit.
With practice all the punched out rivets
will look the same.
• The sideskirt overlay (part 5 of the kit)
has three etched rivets missing from one
end in the top line of one of the slopes.
These were carefully punched in by first
lightly tapping their position from the
front with my nail punch, then where the
indentation showed on the reverse of the
overlay, lightly tapping the three rivets
out.
• The overlays were soldered on in
accordance with the instructions. I did
it by “tinning” the overlays then, whilst
holding them in position with a wooden
block, applied heat from a soldering
iron. I started from one end applying the
soldering iron in advance of the wooden
block, working my way to the other end.
To make sure that the overlay was firmly
in place I then ran solder all around its
edges. Overlay No.5 should be fitted up
to the folded over part of the sideskirt,
leaving approximately 2mm at the bottom
of the sideskirt clear (this is not apparent
from the instructions, but is clearly

shown on the drawing provided.) I found
that the long slim overlay No.22 was best
spot soldered in place before adopting
the above procedure in order to get it
correctly sited. Incidentally, perhaps
I should mention that I used a 40W
soldering iron and 143ºC melting point
solder to build this model. Occasionally
a higher melting point solder being used
where the next operation could cause
a part to become unsoldered due to
excessive heat.
• Whilst punching out the rivets on the
tramcar trolley main platform I noticed
that there appears to be a row of rivets
missing from one side of the third plate
(or seventh plate - depending on which
way up you hold it.) These were punched
in. I had already built one tramcar trolley
before noticing this, so on that model I
used small blobs of PVA glue to represent
the missing rivets.
• Sides and ends were soldered to the
main platform, care being taken to
ensure that all was square. The platform
position is obtained by soldering it into
grooves etched into the sides. I did find
that these had to be extended slightly
to the side ends. I was surprised by the
ease with which I obtained sides at right
angles to the body because I only held it
with my fingers and lined it up by eye. I
expect it was nothing to do with skill, but
because it is a well thought out kit.
• There are plate overlays on the
sideskirts in the area where the brake
handle pivots are. These are not
provided in the kit but are easily made
up from card, plasticard or thin metal. I
made mine from pieces of scrap brass
with the representations of rivets
punched in.
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• The bogie units were folded and
soldered in accordance with the
instructions, but I found that the holes
in the wheel bearings supplied were too
small a diameter for the axles of the
Slater’s wheels, and after getting my 1 / 8 ”
reamer stuck for the umpteenth time, I
made replacement ones from brass tube.
To keep these square they were soldered
in place with a piece of 1 / 8 ” bar through
them. One could use the model’s wheels
and axles to do this, but I’m too clumsy
and would melt the plastic spokes.
• The wheels were now placed in the
bogie units. When using wheels from
which I intend to cut off the axle ends, I
find it preferable to do this after they are
in position, if at all possible. That is to
take one wheel off the axle, put the one
wheel and axles into the bearings, replace
the wheel and then cut. This means that
one does not have to push the wheel on
over a rough end, which could cause a
wheel to be loose, or wobble.
• After folding the bogie bearing plates
I found that I had one side deeper than
the other. These were filed to the same
size and everything made square. Before
soldering the bogie bearing plates into
position they were first spot soldered,
checked and adjusted. They must be
square with the trolley platform and
buffer beams or one gets the dreaded
“long wheelbase lean”, like I did at my
first attempt.
• The brake gear was assembled as
detailed in the instructions, but because
of the cover plates mentioned above I had
to drill holes to accommodate the pivot
studs into which the brake levers were
soldered.
• There are no instructions in the kit as
to how to fit the brakes to the bogies.
In accordance with Paul’s suggestion I
thickened the brake shoe support arms.
These were then bent over at the top
and this part soldered to the top of the
bogies, keeping to the edge so that it
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Some of the components and tools laid out prior to assembly.
did not catch the bogie bearing plate
and therefore restrict the bogie swing.
The rest of the brake gear was done
in accordance with the kit instruction,
although I did add the brake operating bar
joining both brake hangers.
• On studying the drawings which
accompany the instructions it appears
that there were five longitudinal truss
rods, with turnbuckles, under the tramcar
trolley. The kit only provides queen post
stays for the two outer ones. I put the
two kit provided queen posts and truss
rods on the outside and fabricated the six
inner queen posts from .5mm width flat
wire. The five central turnbuckles were
made from suitable brass tube, truss rod
wire was brass of suitable size. Soldering
the five truss rods parallel and ten queen

posts vertical, and all in line was great
fun. It nearly made me resort to Paul’s
favourite Belgium beer, but I’m made of
sterner stuff and settled for two Aspirin
and a darkened room. After going to all
this trouble you will be delighted to know
that when the tramcar trolley is on the
track only the outermost truss rods can
be seen!
• The last soldering job is to infill the
joints in the section of side fold on the
tramcar trolley sides. I originally did
mine at the beginning but the solder
melted every time I soldered on an
additional piece.
• The buffers were fitted using Araldite. I
find that this gives me more ‘fiddle time’
than superglue, and also squeezes out to
fill any gaps.
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• The rails for the tramcar wheels were
made from the styrene strips provided
and were glued in place using solvent. (I
use cellulose thinner as a styrene solvent
- you get 5 litres for the cost of two
bottles of Mek-Pak). Like Paul says in the
instructions - solvent works - although I
did resort to a dab of superglue on one
rail end.
• I note that Barry Lane in Flyer No.2
states that in 1899 an order was made
to the effect that “all rope chains should
be fitted on the inside of wagons”. I
therefore fitted rope chains on the
inside of my model and filled in the guide
depressions for the rope chains on the

outside of the kit’s sideskirts, with small
mounds made with PVA glue. This is
shown in the photo of a Diag. 40 tramcar
trolley in LMS days in Flyer No.2 (a
clearer copy of the same photo is shown
on page 29 of Lancashire & Yorkshire
Railway Wagon Diagrams by Noel Coates).
• The model was scrubbed clean with Cif
kitchen cleaner using a toothbrush (over
a bowl in case any bits fell off), rinsed
thoroughly and allowed to dry. It was
sprayed with an etching primer, followed
by a mid-grey matt paint. The lettering
was done with a mapping pen and diluted
white water colour.
For the type and spacing of the

lettering I must thank Noel Coates, who
was kind enough to send me a scaled
print of the design used up to 1920 (I
model the period 1911/1912), along with
other helpful information. For those of
you who model the period after 1920 I
am pleased to tell you that you will have
twice as much lettering to do (see the
photo of the prototype in LMS livery).
When all was dry a matt varnish was
sprayed overall, and buffer heads and
couplings fitted.
I am very pleased with the final result
and only hope that my models do not
spend as much time in the sidings as I feel
the prototype must have done.

Above: A D40 in LMS days demonstrating the additional signwriting necessary to portray one of these vehicles in
their later years.
Below: A drawing of the D40 redrawn by Barry Lane from LYR Drawing No.3958.
Bottom: A section of the underside of Albert’s model.
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Resin butter van kit in 7mm
This splendid model was built and painted by BARRY C LANE who also took the photographs...

T

HE first Butter Vans were ordered
in 1904 with 75 entering traffic the
following year. They were 17ft 6in long
with a 9ft wheel base and were turned
out in one of the pastel colours then
in vogue for certain special service
vans. The butter vans were pale blue. A
further order four years later was for a
longer example with sliding doors and
at that date, the pastel colour schemes
were discontinued with white being
the colour of the 1909 built vans. The
earlier vehicles would receive white in
due course. It is probable that some of
the early ones kept their original livery
until the Great War period and beyond
as there were several individuals who
could remember the pastel colours as
late as thirty years ago. Unfortunately,
those people are no longer with us but
the shades were recorded and approved
by them before they died. As little
documentary evidence has survived, these
pastel shades exist only in the colour
samples and models that were produced
some thirty tears ago. Lettering was in
black on either livery.
This kit represents the 1905 butter
vans, which were only piped for the
vacuum brake, but had the complete
system added sometime after the later
examples entered service. The official
photograph (LYR Wagons, Volume One,
Summer 2006

page 77 by Noel Coates) shows the
original type as it appeared in June 1910
after the brake diaphragm was added.
Other sources of information include
Noel’s article in Platform 24 though the
drawing therein portrays the later 25
butter vans of 1909 which were provided
with vacuum brakes from new. Many of
the fittings were common to both builds
of the vehicles though.
The kit consists of resin castings
for the body, etched brake gear parts,

castings for the vacuum pipe, diaphragm
and torpedo vents and Heywood
sprung buffers. There is also a sheet of
Plastikard for the roof and floor.
A detailed instruction sheet is included
which has printed roof tarpaulins and
solebar number plates which can be cut
out and used on the model. As a finishing
touch, there is a colour swatch of the
correct shade of blue and details of the
matching Halford’s car paint aerosol (Seat
Azul Sky).
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Using water slide decals

Water slide decals are used extensively by aero modellers.
PAUL KNIGHT explains how to achieve that painted on look...

I

come from an aero modelling back
ground where 99.9% of transfers
are waterslide. As you know I
am presently supplying to members
waterslide transfers for lining in 7mm. (I
am going to ask if it is feasible in 4mm).
Now aero modellers who use these
types of transfers know all about Micro
Sol and Micro Set systems to apply
transfers and how you can get rid of
the carrying film so they look painted
on. But many of us railway types are
totally unaware of these products and the
benefit they can give us. So at the risk
of being criticised for promoting my own
product, or telling those in the know of
how to suck eggs… here goes.
It is recommended that you apply these
to a gloss finish. Well do it if you can,
it’s just that gloss seems to suck in the
dust. I apply the finish that I am going to
end up with, namely Games Workshop
Satin Varnish. The accompanying photos
should tell all.
• Apply Micro Set to the place where the
transfer is going, in this case the splasher.
Cut the decal out close to the outer edge.
Put in water until the decal can slide. In
this case they are very fine decals so
‘float off’ is almost immediate.
• Put decal into place. I use a paint
brush and add water if the decal has
stuck in the wrong space. Dab down
with kitchen/toilet roll. You must dab it
straight down, do not pull slightly to one
side or the decal will go out of place...
So if it is in slightly the wrong place add
more water, reposition and dab off the
excess. Watch out as the decal film
is very thin and will tear if you are not
careful. So Micro Set gives it a good way
of sticking.
• I then add a good helping of Micro Sol.
This stuff dissolves the film. So let it
be for a few minutes. If you touch it at
this point the decal will buckle and you
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will mess it up. Let the solution do its
job. So after, say 5 minutes, I remove the
excess liquid and inspect. This splasher
transfer has a large amount of film in
the middle. If you can see any mirroring
under the film then you must work in
more Micro Set. Repeat this until you
are happy.
• Then I spray the lot with a further coat
of Satin Varnish and there you have it… a
painted on look.
Two last tips for success are: do one
side at a time or you could disturb your
decals on the side you did first whilst you
are wrestling with the second side. And
finally, apply the topcoat varnish with a
spray as application with a paint brush
can possibly disturb and destroy the
applied decal
I get my Micro Solutions from
FourTrack models or Hannants of
Lowestoft and I notice in Mag 227 that
Albert gets his from LSWR Models in
Walton-on-Thames.
(For details of the available decals see
Trade News and to place an order go to
the Society Shopping Supplement. Ed.)
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